HB 2100 Task Force on Homelessness &
Racial Disparities |MEETING SUMMARY
Meeting date | time January 3, 2022 | 8:00-10:00am | Meeting location Virtual
Facilitator

Sophia Tzeng

Note Taker +
Timekeeper

Mary Frances Kenion

Task Force Members in Attendance: Andrea Ball,
Sami Jo Difuntorum, Lizzy Atwood Wills, Jennifer
Parrish Taylor, Paula Hall, Ariel Nelson, Marisa
Espinoza, Sen. Dick Anderson, Rep. Wlnsvey
Campos, Rep. Jack Zika, Marcus Mundy, Jimmy
Jones
Additional attendees included members of the public.

AGENDA TOPICS
Agenda topic: Icebreaker + Introductions|
Task Force members kicked off the meeting by sharing “New Year’s Resolutions.” The range of responses
from Task Force members included:

Agenda topic: Task Force Goals + Outputs |
The Facilitator shared the session goals and outputs. Goals included:
▪
▪

Aligning on human-centered findings, including needs of those most impacted by our work, and
Task Force needs to complete mission
Clarifying emerging recommendations and approach

Desired kickoff meeting outputs included:
▪
▪

Session capture
Draft findings and recommendations

The Facilitator made note of process goal of refinement for 1/10/22 meeting and invited Task Force
members to dialogue asynchronously via Slack or through attending Office Hours on Wednesday, 1/12
from 2-3:30 pm PT.
Agenda topic: Report Framework|

The Facilitator reviewed requirements laid out in HB 2100 for the Final Report of Findings and
Recommendations and invited Task Force members to talk through a Problem Statement (see below).

Task Force members were invited to refine language in real-time by adding plus and deltas to language
above. Task Force members were presented with a high-level overview of the report outline delineated by
included overview, findings, and recommendations.
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Agenda topic: Overview |
The Facilitator reviewed requirements outlined in HB 2100 Section 7 (see below):

The Facilitator revisited context and trends impacting our work previously provided by Task Force
members and offered and opportunity for Task Force members to provide additional notes real -time,
(love, question, remove and comment):
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Task Force members reviewed and discussed the state ecosystem for decreasing racial disparity:
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A Task Force member noted that CAAs could be considered culturally specific organizations . Another
Task Force member noted that the definition of culturally specific organizations is prescribed in HB 2100
and the Facilitation Team provided the language directly from HB 2100 (please refer to the recording for a
full record of the dialogue and chat).

The Task Force was provided a high-level overview of what to expect from discovery findings including
an ecosystem power map, interview findings, data findings, and survey findings (see below).
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A Task Force member discussed the lead to lean into the data through the convergence or divergence of
opinions and inquired about demographic measurements being universal measurements/not a gold
standard. The Discovery Team shared that all findings will detail methodology and characteristics of data
elements (how information was collected, verified, validated, etc.). It was noted that the stakeholder
survey was only open for 1.5 weeks and gives important insights with some common themes – it is a
baseline and a convenience sample.
Another Task Force member asked if demographics of respondents based on equitable treatment in the
homelessness system were available. The Discovery Team noted that the demographic questions, like all
questions, were optional but are available. Please refer to the recording for full dialogue.
Agenda topic: Problem Statements|
The Facilitator asked Task Force members to break into pre-assigned subcommittees, review and refine
problem statements for HB 2100 Task Force Findings.
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Agenda topic: Recommendations|
The Facilitator reviewed the Task Force solutions framework:
A. Shared power - those with lived experience included in every step of the process, and at the table
for all decision-making processes (policy, funding, program design, implementation)
B. Standardize and require demographically robust practices to accurately reflect impact of racial
disparities
C. Require affirmative marketing and culturally specific outreach for folks least likely to respond or
participate
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D. Flexibility and Continuous Improvement - statutes and rules that support agency learning,
experimentation and iteration that result in outcomes that are positive in reducing racial disparities
The Facilitator then introduced an activity for Task Force members to develop recommendations for two
goals within each solutions focus (see below).

Task Force members self-identified areas to work through with content located in corresponding PDF of
final slides (posted via Task Force website):
•
•
•
•

Slides 37-38 focused on shared power
Slides 40-41 focused on demographically robust practices
Slides 43-44 focused on affirmative marketing and culturally-specific outreach
Slides 46-47 focused on flexibility and continuous improvement

Following this activity, Task Force members were offered an opportunity to reflect:

A Task Force member asked what the final process looks like. The Facilitator noted ideally the Task Force
would receive draft insights/discovery to review on a target date of Friday, 1/7, be prepared to refine
recommendations and vote on Monday, 1/10 but that a vote might need to be scheduled for later in the
week. The Facilitator further noted that Office Hours will be available on Wednesday 1/12 from 2-3:30pm.
The Discovery Team suggested that it may be helpful for a brief presentation of Discovery Team
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recommendations based on emergent strategies from other places. It was noted by a Task Force member
that in reviewing the recommendations some are very tactical compared to some that are very visionary
and reforming – how do we navigate the differences? The Facilitator noted that this is a symptom of the
timeline and could be named in the report.
Agenda topic: Next Steps & Closing |
Next steps that Task Force members could anticipate included:
•
•
•
•

Synthesize Session 4 and Share Back
Survey Report/Discovery Report Draft
Postwork/Prework (continuation)
Sign onto Slack, join Subcommittees, and give feedback (Task Force Members)

The Task Force meeting was concluded at 10:00 a.m.
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